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Taraval Station Newsletter 
 

 

 
Captain Robert Yick 

Commanding Officer Taraval 
Station 

Next Community 
Meeting: 

 
Tue., Feb. 20 2017 
6:00 pm – 7:00 pm 

Taraval Station Community 
Room 

Thank you for subscribing 
to our Newsletter 

 
Please follow us on: 

 
Twitter:  

@SFPDTaraval 
 

Website: 
http://www.taraval.org 

 
Dear residents and community members,  

 

On Friday, January 19, 2018, San Francisco SAFE and 
Taraval Station hosted a press conference to announce 
the Lunar New Year Safety. San Francisco SAFE 
Executive Director, Kyra Worthy reported that (years 
ago) it was common for criminals to intimidate and 
extort merchants this time of year. Therefore, San 
Francisco Safe and the department partnered to abate 
this type of crime. Executive Director Worthy 
displayed a calendar that included Lunar New Year 
Safety tips in English and Chinese.  

I would especially like to thank San Francisco SAFE 
Public Safety Coordinator, Wesley Chu for 
coordinating this event. I would also like to thank 
Supervisor Katy Tang, Benny Yee and Bill Barnickle 
for their attendance and support.  

If you are a victim, please remain calm and 
immediately dial 911. Tell the dispatcher what 
happened and provide the best description possible. 
Language assistance is always available, and please 
remember “If you see something, say something”.  

 

 

 

Thank you,  
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Definition of Suspicious Activity 
Suspicious activity is any observed behavior that could indicate a crime-related incident has 
been committed, or about to be committed. Unusual items or situations: A vehicle is parked 
in an odd location, a package/luggage is unattended, a window/door is open that is usually 
closed, or other out-of-the-ordinary situations occur. 

Examples of Suspicious Activity: 

♦ An individual peering into vehicles, to try, and locate any valuables left unattended. 
 
♦ An individual trying door handles to vehicles, and/or residences to gain access to the 

vehicle and/ or residence. 
 
♦ An individual checking front doors of residences to locate any unattended packages or 

individuals following delivery trucks to see where the truck is dropping off packages. 
 

♦ Please dial 911 to report crimes in progress, suspicious activity or for life threatening 
emergencies. If it is not an emergency, dial (415) 553-0123. 

 
  Hello 
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Definition of Community Policing 
 

Community policing, or community-oriented policing, is a strategy of policing that 
focuses on police building ties and working closely with members of the 
communities. 

• Homeless Outreach and Outreach to Drug Users: Taraval Station has two officers 
that coordinate with city agencies to provide outreach and assistance to 
rehabilitate those who are dependent on illegal drugs and outreach to homeless 
individuals to connect them with resources and support.   

• Foot Patrols: Taraval Station has 3 foot beat locations.  These officers are assigned 
to Irving St, West Portal Ave and Ocean Ave. 

• Monthly Police Community Relations Meetings: Community Meetings are going to 
be held continuously. Officers and sergeants also attend meetings with 
merchants groups, business groups, development authorities and others. 
Concerns are voiced and addressed through problem solving. 

• Email Updates: Taraval Station will send out newsletter updates to residents in 
the District that alerts residents of crime trends, upcoming community events, 
crime prevention tips, and information on how to contact officers at the District 
Station. 
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Definition of Crimes 
Robbery – Robbery is the taking of property from another by using force or by using fear. 
 
Assault – An assault is an unlawful attempt, couple with the present ability, to commit a violent injury on another 
person. 
 
Battery – (Misdemeanor Battery) is any willful and unlawful touching of another.   
    (Felony Battery) is the use of force or violence up the person of another that causes serious bodily     
injuries. 
*Assault is when a person swings their arm at a person and battery is when that arm makes contact with the person. 
 
Aggravated Assault- Assault upon another person with a deadly weapon or instrument other than a firearm or by 
any means of force likely to produce great bodily injury.   
 
Burglary – The intent to enter a property to commit a grand theft, petty, theft or any felony. 
 
Grand Theft – Grand theft is theft committed when the value of the money, labor, or property taken that exceeds 
$950. 
 
Petty Theft – Theft where the value of the property taken is less than $950. 
 

Traffic Violations 
22450(a) CVC The driver of any vehicle approaching a stop sign at the entrance to, or within, an 
intersection shall stop at a limit line, if marked, otherwise before entering the crosswalk on the near side of 
the intersection. 
 
21450(a) CVC The driver of any vehicle approaching a stop sign at the entrance to, or within, an 
intersection shall stop at a limit line, if marked, otherwise before entering the crosswalk on the near side of 
the intersection.  
 
22350 CVC No person shall drive a vehicle upon a highway at a speed greater than is reasonable or 
prudent having due regard for weather, visibility, the traffic on, and the surface and width of, the highway, 
and in no event at a speed which endangers the safety of persons or property. 
 
21950(a) CVC The driver of a vehicle shall yield the right-of-way to a pedestrian crossing the roadway 
within any marked crosswalk or within any unmarked crosswalk at an intersection, except as otherwise 
provided in this chapter. 
 
21801(a) CVC The driver of a vehicle intending to turn to the left or to complete a U-turn 
upon a highway, or to turn left into public or private property, or an alley, shall yield the right-
of-way to all vehicles approaching from the opposite direction which are close enough to 
constitute a hazard at any time during the turning movement, and shall continue to yield the 
right-of-way to the approaching vehicles until the left turn or U-turn can be made with 
reasonable safety. 
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Daily Crime Report :: Sun – Jan 07, 2018 

*** Not all crimes are reported in the daily report *** Date of reported incident are not always the same as date of occurrence *** 
Assault 
4:01 pm 
Geneva Ave & San Jose Ave 
Officers responded to a report of a battery. The victim, a MUNI driver, reported that the suspect was on the bus and had argued with her. The victim stopped the bus and told the suspect to leave. The suspect 
responded by spitting directly at the victim before exiting the bus and leaving the area. A second victim, also a MUNI driver, approached the victim and officers and reported that the suspect had spat at him 
earlier. It was also reported that the suspect had poked several passengers with a metal socket that she had held in her hands.    

Possession of a loaded Firearm – Resisting Arrest – Cited 
5:46 pm 
1200 33rd Ave 
Officers responded to a report of a person with a gun. The witness, the suspect’s mother, reported that the suspect was angry and upset when he returned home. The suspect ran upstairs and was observed 
pointing the gun at himself. The suspect then placed the handgun into the front waistband of his pants and left the house with the firearm. Responding officers located the suspect inside Golden Gate Park and 
successfully detained him, despite the suspect attempting to flee as soon as he saw the officers. A search of the suspect located the firearm and the suspect was transported to the hospital for a mental health 
evaluation. The suspect was cited.   

Vandalism to Vehicle – Resisting Arrest – Cited 
2:28 am 
20th Ave & Wawona St 
Officers responded to a report of two suspects breaking into a San Francisco Rec and Park vehicle. Responding officers arrived at the location and observed that there were three vehicles with their windows 
shattered and broken. A search of the area located one of the suspects, who immediately attempted to flee. The suspect was detained and after further investigation, the suspect admitted to breaking the 
windows. The suspect was cited. 

Burglary 
Reported 1:15 am / 2500 Judah St / unlawful entry 
Reported 1:53 pm / 1500 28th Ave / unlawful entry 

Theft 
Reported 6:27 pm / 100 Niagara Ave / package theft 
Reported 5:53 pm / 1800 15th Ave / package theft 

Vandalism to Property 
Reported 1:00 am / 400 Gellert Dr / vandalism to vehicle 

Theft from Vehicles 
Reported 8:30 am / Irving St & 12th Ave 
Reported 4:00 pm / 21st Ave & Noriega St 
Reported 7:00 pm / 1300 Portola Dr 
Reported 6:20 pm / 19th Ave & Holloway Ave 
Reported 12:00 am / 00 Vidal Dr 

Traffic Collision 
Reported 7:20 am / Junipero Serra Blvd & Mercedes Way / Vehicle vs Property 
Reported 3:40 pm / 20th Ave & Kirkham St / Vehicle vs Vehicle – hit and run 

Daily Crime Report :: Mon – Jan 08, 2018 

*** Not all crimes are reported in the daily report *** Date of reported incident are not always the same as date of occurrence *** 
Marijuana Offense 
3:15 pm 
2300 Noriega St 
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious package that might contain drugs. The witness, a store employee, reported that the suspect had walked into the store to mail a package. The suspect stated that 
the package contained clothing and needed to be mailed overnight. Because it was store policy to open any suspicious packages before shipping, a search of the package revealed that there was marijuana in 
the box. 
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Domestic Violence 
One incident of domestic violence; the suspect was arrested. 

Burglary 
Reported 9:23 am / 1400 32nd Ave / forced entry 
Reported 7:00 pm / 1200 42nd Ave / unlawful entry 

Theft 
Reported 2:55 pm / 2800 35th Ave / stolen license plate  
Reported 5:00 pm / 3200 20th Ave / shoplifting 
Reported 12:28 pm / 1200 9th Ave / shoplifting 

Theft from Vehicles 
Reported 8:30 pm / Irving St & 12th Ave 
Reported 2:40 pm / 21st Ave & Noriega St 
Reported 1:30 pm / Lincoln Way & 9th Ave 
Reported 3:30 pm / 3200 20th Ave 
Reported 4:00 pm / 1200 20th Ave 
Reported 10:30 am / 3200 20th Ave 
Reported 5:00 pm / 1000 Kirkham St 
Reported 7:00 am / 1400 14th Ave 

Stolen Vehicle 
Reported 2:13 pm / 2200 30th Ave / blue 2016 Ford Fiesta 

Daily Crime Report :: Tue – Jan 09, 2018 

*** Not all crimes are reported in the daily report *** Date of reported incident are not always the same as date of occurrence *** 
Marijuana Offense 
11:35 am 
2300 Noriega St 
Officers responded to a report, for the second time within a week, regarding a package containing marijuana that was sent out to be shipped. The witness reported that after receiving the package and 
conducting the payment, he smelled the odor of marijuana emanating from inside the package. Due to company policy stating that employees open any suspicious packages, the employee opened the package 
and found numerous bags of vacuumed sealed marijuana inside.   

Battery – Public Intoxication – Arrested 
3:00 pm 
1000 Ocean Ave 
Officers responded to a report of an assault on a MUNI bus driver. The victim reported that he was helping another driver who had a disruptive passenger, the suspect, that needed to be escorted off the bus. 
While escorting the suspect off the bus, the suspect spat on the victim twice before leaving the area. A witness followed the suspect and directed the officers to her location. The suspect was detained and it 
was observed that the suspect exhibited multiple signs of intoxication. After further investigation, the suspect was arrested. 

Domestic Violence 
One incident of domestic violence; no arrests made.  

Theft 
Reported 2:59 pm / 3300 Judah St / stolen license plate 
Reported 5:17 pm / 200 Sagamore St / bicycle stolen from front gate area 

Vandalism to Property 
Reported 12:42 pm / 3200 20th Ave / vandalism to vehicle 

Fraud 
Reported 1:22 pm / Vale Ave & Crestlake Dr / credit card fraud 

Theft from Vehicles 
Reported 1:22 pm / Vale Ave & Crestlake Dr 
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Reported 11:00 pm / 200 San Anselmo 
Reported 5:00 am / 1400 47th ave 
Reported 7:00 pm / Kenwood Way & Keystone Way 
Reported 5:30 pm / Irving St & 46th Ave 
Reported 7:30 pm / Crespi Dr & 11th Ave 
Reported 9:00 am / Great Hwy & Lincoln Way 

Traffic Collision 
Reported 2:19 am / 1800 Great Hwy / Vehicle vs Vehicle vs building – hit and run 
Reported 12:10 am / Judah St & LA Playa St / Vehicle vs Vehicle – hit and run 
Reported 2:10 am / Great Hwy & Noriega St / Vehicle vs Vehicle – hit and run 

Daily Crime Report :: Wed – Jan 10, 2018 

*** Not all crimes are reported in the daily report *** Date of reported incident are not always the same as date of occurrence *** 
Carjacking 
8:13 pm 
1100 Taraval St 
The victim entered Taraval Station to report a carjacking. The victim stated that he had double parked his vehicle next to a KFC restaurant while waiting to pick up a box from an acquaintance. The victim 
reported that he was sitting in the passenger seat of his vehicle while the suspect sat in the driver’s seat. A second suspect walked up to the victim’s side of the vehicle and pointed a gun at him while 
demanding that the victim leave his vehicle and not take anything with him. Fearfully, the victim complied and exited the vehicle. The suspects then fled with the victim’s vehicle. Officers observed that the 
victim was vague with his report and did not fully answer what he was attempting to pick up or who the acquaintance was.   

Assault – Brandishing – Arrested 
11:02 am 
700 Taraval St 
Officers responded to a report of shots being fired. The victim reported that he recognized the juvenile suspects that had assaulted him and several other citizens a few days ago were standing across the street 
from him. The victim walked into a nearby store and asked the employees to call the police. The victim walked back out and thought that the suspect may have gotten on a MUNI LRV and crossed the street 
to get a closer look. Once across the street, the suspects noticed the victim and started laughing at him while one suspect was observed immediately removing something out of his pocket. The victim was 
uncertain of what the unknown object was and removed his own knife out and held it for protection. The suspects continued to laugh at the victim and walked away. Suddenly, one suspect turned back and 
used a BB gun to fire approximately twenty shots at the victim. The victim was not struck by the shots and the suspects fled the location. Responding officers searched and located one of the suspects, who 
was recognized as a wanted person for a robbery that had recently occurred in the Mission District. The suspect was arrested. 

Theft from a Vehicle – Parole Violation – Arrested 
5:18 pm 
2100 9th Ave 
Officers responded to a report of someone holding down another male. Responding officers arrived and located the victim holding on to the suspect. The victim reported that he was a construction worker and 
heard suspicious noises coming from his truck. When he went to investigate, he found that the suspect was inside his truck and was rummaging through the victim’s property. The victim caught the suspect 
and demanded that he return the items that were stolen. The suspect initially complied but then refused to return the rest of the property belonging to the victim. The victim continued his hold on the suspect 
until the officers arrived. A computer check on the suspect revealed that he was on parole for burglary. The suspect was arrested. 

Robbery With Force 
11:55 pm 
West Portal Ave 
Officers responded to a report of a robbery. The victim reported that he had his iPhone X stolen from his hand while he was on a MUNI LRV. The victim stated that the suspect grabbed his phone and ran out 
on to the platform as soon as the MUNI stopped. The victim chased after the suspect but was unsuccessful in catching up with her. Shortly after, the victim was followed and attacked by three additional 
suspects who were associates of the first suspect. All four suspects then fled the area.   

Domestic Violence 
Two incident of domestic violence with the suspects in each incident were arrested.   

Burglary 
Reported 3:35 pm / 900 Capitol Ave / unlawful entry 

Theft 
Reported 10:48 am / 3200 20th Ave / shoplifting 
Reported 10:52 pm / Kirkham St & 15th Ave / stolen vehicle parts 
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Vandalism to Property 
Reported 3:25 pm / 32nd Ave & Judah St / vandalism to vehicle 

Fraud 
Reported 8:23 pm / 3200 20th Ave / identity theft 

Theft from Vehicles (multiple / different dates) 
Reported 10:00 pm / Noriega St & 41st Ave 
Reported 7:44 pm / 9th Ave & Lincoln Way 
Reported 12:00 am / 1400 21st Ave 
Reported 1:00 am / San Jose Ave & Lakeview Ave 
Reported 5:00 pm / Claremont Blvd & Ulloa St 
Reported 9:30 am / Skyline Blvd & Lake Merced 
Reported 12:24 pm / 100 Vale Ave 
Reported12:00 am / Ocean Ave & Middlefield Dr 
Reported 3:00 pm / Santiago St & 25th Ave 
Reported 12:00 am / 1400 21st Ave 
Reported 3:30 pm / 1300 32nd Ave 
Reported 5:33 pm / Cedro Ave & Ocean Ave 
Reported 1:00 am / San Jose Ave & Lakeview Ave 
Reported 12:00 am / 1300 32nd Ave 
Reported 6:00 pm / 1800 Ocean Ave 
Reported 6:00 pm / 1500 46th Ave 
Reported 10:32 pm / 1800 42nd Ave 
Reported 12:00 am / 1500 46th Ave 

Stolen Vehicle 
Reported 6:52 am / 400 Faxon Ave / green 1998 Toyota Sienna 
Reported 8:36 am / 200 Faxon Ave / gray 2011 Honda Element 
Reported 2:02 pm / 32nd Ave & Judah St / silver 2009 BMW 328 
Reported 8:13 pm / 1100 Taraval St / silver 2005 Volkswagen Jetta 

Traffic Collision 
Reported 12:30 pm / 400 Head St / Vehicle vs Vehicle – hit and run 
Reported 3:56 pm / Junipero Serra Blvde & Ocean Ave / Vehicle vs Vehicle 

 

 

 

Read more at http://www.taraval.org/?cat=14 
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Celebrating Martin Luther King Jr Day at Minnie & Lovie Ward Rec 

Center 
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Thank You all for coming out and saying “Hi” to us during our 
Coffee with a Cop at Peet’s Stonestown Galleria 
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Make the Right Call SF 
 

Make the right call. Keep 9-1-1 available for emergencies. 
9-1-1 
Police, Fire & Medical 
Available 24/7 

• Is there a danger to life, property or the environment? 
• Is there a crime in progress? 
• Is someone having a medical emergency and needs immediate assistance? 
• Is there a fire?  

If you answered YES to any of these questions, immediately call 9-1-1. 
 
3-1-1 
City Services & Information 
Available 24/7 
Police reports for crimes not in progress such as: 
-Auto Burglaries 
-Petty Theft 
-Vandalism 

• Report graffiti, potholes, abandoned vehicles, or blocked driveways. 
• Garbage and recycling services 
• Street and park maintenance 
• Property Tax Payments 
• Birth Certificates 
• Marriage Licenses 
• Business Registration 

415-553-0123 
Police Non-Emergency Assistance 
Available 24/7 

• Noise complaints 
• Loitering 
• Citizen standby 
• Wellness checks 
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Applying is Easy! 
1. Apply with the City and County of San Francisco at (Entry Level (Q-2) Police Officer) 
2. Go to www.nationaltestingnetwork.com, choose law enforcement, and register to take the 

San Francisco exam ($45). Financial assistance is available. 
3. Choose an available exam date that's convenient for you. 
4. Schedule your exam. 
5. You will receive an email confirming your exam date, time and location. 

 

 

http://www.nationaltestingnetwork.com/
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The SFPD wants to hear from YOU. 
 

We are committed to excellence in law enforcement and are dedicated to the people, 

traditions and diversity of our City. Our mission is to provide service with understanding, 

response with compassion, performance with integrity and law enforcement with vision. 

We welcome your comments. Let us know how we’re doing, what we could be doing 

better and your thoughts on how your police department can work more closely with the 

community we proudly serve. 

Visit us at sanfranciscopolice.org/feedback. Your feedback will help SFPD better serve our 

City. Comments will be reviewed by our Community Engagement Unit and forwarded to 

the relevant unit, department office or neighborhood station for review and follow up, if 

appropriate. 

(If this is an emergency, please call 911. For non-emergencies, call 415-553-0123. You 

may also visit http://sanfranciscopolice.org/police-commendation-complaint for more 

information on providing input on SFPD policies and practices.) 

 

  

 

http://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/feedback
http://sanfranciscopolice.org/police-commendation-complaint
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SFPD RESOURCES 
EMERGENCY: 911 
Non-Emergency: 553-0123 
Cell Phone 911: 911 / 553-8090  
Customer Service Center: 311  
SFPD Tip Line: 566-0115 
Anonymous Tip-Line 575-4444  
Chinese Tip Line: 315-2435  
Text a Tip: 847411 (Tip 411) 
Blessing Scam Hotline: 553-9219  
Graffiti Abatement: 850-6951 
 

TARAVAL STATION RESOURCES 
Taraval Station: 759-3100 
Captain Robert Yick: 759-3100 - robert.yick@sfgov.org  
Patrol Lieutenants: 759-3100 
Taraval Administration & Community Sgt.: 759-3100 – Sgt. Lynn Pomatto  
Central Permits/ Code Abatement: 759-3123 – Officer Matt Faliano  
Neighborhood Deputy District Attorney: 553-1868 - Maggie Buitrago  
Website: www.taraval.org / Taraval Station E-mail: SFPDTaravalStation@sfgov.org 
 

OTHER RESOURCES 
Dept. of Parking & Traffic: 553-1943  
DPW Dispatch 695-2020 
S.A.F.E. 553-1984 
 

ALL EMERGENCY CALLS: 911 

 

We, the members of the San 
Francisco Police Department, are committed to excellence 

in law enforcement and are dedicated to the people, 
traditions and diversity of our City. In order to protect life 
and property, prevent crime and reduce the fear of crime, 
we will provide service with understanding, response with 

compassion, performance with integrity and law 
enforcement with vision. 

 

mailto:robert.yick@sfgov.org
http://www.taraval.org/
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